Trust
the Original.
The Schwarzmüller Group
International Workshop Network

Quality Assurance
Four Principles

Schwarzmüller
for Schwarzmüller.
Protect your investment in a Schwarzmüller vehicle with original
Schwarzmüller service in Schwarzmüller’s own workshops for
guaranteed peace of mind.

A

s a premium supplier of commercial

A network of workshops and company-owned

vehicles, Schwarzmüller takes responsi-

service sites are available for all your regular

bility for the quality of is its vehicles up to

servicing needs. Our total of 250 trained special-

and beyond their life cycles, while guaranteeing a

ist staff have only one thing in mind: that your

comprehensive support concept.

Schwarzmüller remains a Schwarzmüller.

Company-owned workshops:
genuine centres of excellence!

Specialist staff:

It is not just in the field of commercial vehicles that

Our workshop staff are true vehicle professionals. Our

Schwarzmüller sets benchmarks; we prioritise the utmost

teams consist of highly-qualified specialists who undergo

quality when it comes to vehicle servicing too. 16 compa-

ongoing training. Schwarzmüller customers receive the

ny-owned workshops in seven counties throughout Central

support of specialists from several different professional

and Eastern Europe come together to form a comprehen-

sectors, including commercial vehicle mechanics, vehicle

sive maintenance service. Schwarzmüller also has more

electronic technicians, mechatronics technicians and

than 350 service partners at its disposal throughout Europe.

production technicians.

Original spare parts:

Intelligent value preservation:

quick availability!

the full package!

The rapid availability of original spare parts increases the

Schwarzmüller offers much more than the standard work-

operational reliability of your Schwarzmüller vehicles. We

shop services when it comes to vehicle servicing. TOP. The

deliver within 24 hours, with the added special option of

TOP. maintenance service from Schwarzmüller provides

next-day delivery by 10 am.

you with support in the form of a variety of breakdown and

As an authorised dealer and partner of major system

servicing packages, ensuring your Schwarzmüller fleet is

and component suppliers, we take charge of the entire

always in perfect condition! TOP. can help you reduce your

spare part management process – including organisation,

maintenance costs and increase the resale value of your ve-

procurement and installation.

hicles. That is our definition of premium manufacturer service.

true professionals!
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Service Portfolio
After-Sale

Everything Your
Schwarzmüller Needs.
13 company-owned Schwarzmüller workshops offer a
comprehensive maintenance and repair service portfolio.

Axles

Pneumatics/hydraulics/electrics

Our specialists inspect, repair and adjust all leading

Thanks to our manufacturer expertise, we have

manufacturer axles, whether DCA, BPW, SAF or

direct access to all the necessary technical info,

Gigant. A vehicle diagnostics and a track gauge

manufacturing processes and components. We

device is used to check the wheel alignment and

take care of diagnostics, repair and replacement

steered axle systems.

in any system.

Brake technology

Tyre service

Brake performance is inspected on our own brake

Whether simple tyre replacement or tyre sealing –

test stands and lanes. All leading manufacturer

our comprehensive tyre service ensures safety and

systems, such as EBS and ABS, are inspected,

smooth running. Furthermore, as a dealer, we can

diagnosed and repaired by our specialists.

provide you with all standard tyre makes.

Total overhaul and modernisation

Damage and insurance claim handling

From old to new: quality vehicles with complex

When it comes to accident damage, our assistance

technology and purchase costs to match deserve

covers more than just repair, we proceed straight to

product life cycle-extending servicing. Together we

claims handling with the respective insurance com-

can develop overhaul and modernisation concepts

panies too (with precise cost estimates of course).

to suit your budget.

Statutory checks

Welding

Our specialists prepare and perform all prescribed

Precision work which, at Schwarzmüller, is per-

inspections, such as the §57a (Pickerl) or the

formed only by certified and authorised welding

TÜV, as well as any type classifications or periodic

engineers. They specialise in steel, stainless steel

inspections required.

and aluminium in a variety of material thicknesses
and layers.

Tail lift and crane servicing

Servicing of other manufacturer makes

A number of Schwarzmüller vehicles are equipped

We also offer our extensive expertise for the service

with tail lifts and cranes. It goes without saying that

and repair of trailers and semi-trailers from other

we can perform any necessary alignment, servicing

manufacturers. We can supply you with original

or repair work for these components too.

parts from all major manufacturers quickly and
cost-effectively.

Paintwork

Accident damage

We take care of all kinds of painting - from minor

Our service branches offer repairs even for seri-

touch-ups and individual spare parts components

ously damaged vehicles. Our technical insight as

right through to complete bodywork repainting. We

a manufacturer and many years of experience in

even have our own blasting equipment on hand for

frame alignment work guarantee perfect damage

optimum priming.

repair.
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Service Portfolio
by Product Group

Workshop Servicing
for Every Model.
Each vehicle has its own requirements in terms of servicing,
repair and maintenance. Schwarzmüller offers comprehensive
all-in service in all eight product groups.

Timber/stanchion trucks

Sliding-floor trucks

Each area of application has its own specific material

Schwarzmüller service stations offer precision

requirements (e.g. wear by gripper). This is an area

alignment services for sliding-floor hydraulic sys-

where our many years of experience can offer you

tems. Our professionals perform repairs, such as

great benefit. In addition to all standard works, we offer

bottom board rotating and swapping, or work on the

the relevant checks, servicing and repairs.

hydraulic and pneumatic systems.

Tipper trucks

Tanker trucks

We take care of metalworking for tipper vehicles as

Trained specialists take care of the repair and

well as the replacement or subsequent installation

servicing of all built-in systems and carry out periodic

of base plates. The tipper bearing is inspected

calibration, pressure testing as well as leak and ADR

repaired or replaced. Cylinder sealing and/or

inspections. We are happy to assist with non-standard

replacement is dealt with by our professionals.

checks too.

Refrigerated/box trucks

Flat-bed trucks

In addition to standard vehicle work, we take on

Alongside all customary checks and any adapta-

special repairs for trailer interiors and exteriors, e.g.

tions required, we provide specialist inspection,

refrigeration systems – including any polyester

alignment and repair for the chassis and the hydrau-

work necessary.

lics system. Our manufacturer expertise guarantee
safety even with high payloads.

Platform trucks

Swap-body trucks

From the chassis itself and the trailer, right through

Likewise, the mechanisms of swap-body trucks,

to the sheeting and roof system, every last detail

such as pneumatic rapid change devices, must be

undergoes close inspection by our specialists as

subjected to regular inspection and maintenance.

well as, where necessary, replacement or repair.

This work is of course carried out in addition to all
the standard inspections.
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Company-owned workshops
Contact

Always Close at Hand
for your Vehicle Fleet.

Europe-wide 24/7
Emergency Breakdown Hotline
Telefon: +43 505 024365

There is no better way to keep your Schwarzmüller vehicle in
top condition than our servicing workshops. Trust the Original.

Russia

Latvia

Lithuania

Belarus

Netherlands

N

Belgium

obody knows Schwarzmüller

countries offer a comprehensive range of services

vehicles better than our qualified workshop

in the fields of servicing and repair, ensuring your

experts. 13 branches in seven different

Schwarzmüller remains an original Schwarzmüller.

Romania:

Schwarzmüller GmbH, Kramsach
Amerling 110, 6233 Kramsach, Austria
Tel.: +43 5337 63114
office.kramsach@schwarzmueller.com

Schwarzmüller Romania Sri, Bukarest
Autostrada Bucuresti-Pitesti, km. 13
Bucharest West Logistic Park
077096 Dragomiresti Deal, Romania
Tel.: +40 21 528 2300
office.bucuresti@schwarzmueller.com

Schwarzmüller GmbH, Mäder
Industriestraße 11, 6841 Mäder, Austria
Tel.: +43 5523 62105
office.maeder@schwarzmueller.com
Schwarzmüller GmbH, Wels
Linzer Straße 258, 4600 Wels, Austria
Tel.: +43 7242 47331-0
office.wels@schwarzmueller.com
Schwarzmüller GmbH, Wien
Richard-Strauss-Straße 30, 1230 Wien, Austria
Tel.: +43 1 6164570-74
office.wien@schwarzmueller.com

Germany:
Schwarzmüller Deutschland GmbH, Eltmann
Industriestraße 20, 97483 Eltmann, Deutschland
Tel: +49 152 28812381
Schwarzmüller KG, Passau
Haitzinger Straße 41, 94032 Passau, Deutschland
Tel.: +49 851 9594-300
office.passau@schwarzmueller.com

Germany

Ukraine
Luxembourg

Austria:

Schwarzmüller GmbH, Lieboch
Hans-Thalhammer-Straße 11, 8501 Lieboch, Austria
Tel.: +43 3136 61056
office.lieboch@schwarzmueller.com

Poland

Czech Republic

Slovakia

Austria
Switzerland
Hungary
Romania

Hungary:
Slovenia

Schwarzmüller Kft., Hungary
2330 Dunaharaszti, Jedlik Ányos u. 43., Hungary
Tel.: +36 24 503 000
office.budapest@schwarzmueller.com

Croatia

Ukraine:
Schwarzmüller Ukraine Ltd.
21 km Zhytomyrskogo shosse 11, 08114 Stoyanka
Kyivo-Sviatoshynskyj district, Kyiv area, Ukraine
Tel.: +380 44 4063709
office.ukraine@schwarzmueller.com

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Serbia

Bulgaria
Italy

Czech Republic:
Schwarzmüller s.r.o., Žebrák
Za Dálnicí 508, 26753 Žebrák, Czech Republic
Tel.: +42 311 908-111
office.zebrak@schwarzmueller.com

Greece

Schwarzmüller s.r.o., Bohumín
Ostravská 204, 73581 Bohumín, Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 596 016 289
office.bohumin@schwarzmueller.com

Croatia:
Schwarzmüller Croatia d.o.o.
Slavonska Avenija 63,
10360 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel.: +385 1652 0034
office.kroatien@schwarzmueller.com

	
Workshop locations: Germany, Croatia, Austria, Romania, Czech Republic, Hungary, Ukraine
Distribution and partner locations: Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Greece,
Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Poland, Russia, Switzerland, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Belarus
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Schwarzmüller Group
Hanzing 11 · 4785 Freinberg · Austria
Tel.: +43 7713 800-0
Fax: +43 7713 800-297
office@schwarzmueller.com
www.schwarzmueller.com

